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EFFECTIVE:

Subject: Evaluating and Approving Cooperative Institute-Led Proposals Reliant on
NOAA Resources
SECTION 1. PURPOSE. This document establishes an OAR-wide policy for situations where
Cooperative Institute (Cl) employees are seeking additional funding for projects beyond that
provided in the Cooperative Agreement.
SECTION 2. SCOPE. A CI is a NOAA-supported, non-federal entity that has established an
outstanding research program in one or more areas that are relevant to the NOAA mission. Cls
are established at research institutions that have a strong education program with established
graduate degree programs in NOAA-related sciences. A CI engages in research directly related
to NOAA's long-term mission needs, including those that require substantial involvement of one
or more research units within the parent organization, or other organizations, and one or more
NOAA programs. The CI provides significant coordination of resources among non
governmental partners and promotes the involvement of students and postdoctoral scientists in
NOAA-funded research. The funding mechanism underlying these arrangements is a
cooperative agreement, which allows for "substantial involvement" between NOAA scientists
and university employees. These two groups interact closely, on a continuing basis, and are
often collocated. To accomplish the goals and objectives of the governing cooperative
agreement, many CI employees are permitted use of federal infrastructure (e.g., facilities,
computer hardware and software, telecommunication equipment) by NOAA, which maintains
sole discretion over any use or possible use of Federal resources.
Issue: CI employees might have interests in applying for funding for research beyond that
available through the NOAA cooperative agreement in order to enhance their scientific
contributions and/or career development. In some cases, such research may provide valuable
leveraging to enhance or accelerate accomplishment of a NOAA laboratory's mission. In other
cases, the research funded through these "outside" grants may provide little or no benefit to the
laboratory, or to NOAA.
Resolution: NOAA Laboratory and Program Directors have a responsibility to ensure that
Federal resources under their control (people, funds, and infrastructure) are used appropriately. If
a CI employee wants to seek funding that involves use of NOAA resources at the host facility
(e.g., office space, computers, lab equipment) in any amount, then the NOAA Laboratory or
Program Director and the CI Director must approve the decision in advance. Alternatively, if
NOAA resources are not to be used, then approval is needed only from the CI Director. NOAA's
approval of CI funding proposals will often depend on the timing of funding initiatives and other
circumstances. For example, if a CI employee's salary is currently fully (100%) funded through
the existing NOAA cooperative agreement from a source of funding that is about to end, a new

